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MISSION STATEMENT

The Hamilton Project seeks to advance America's promise of opportunity, prosperity, and growth.

We believe that today’s increasingly competitive global economy demands public policy ideas commensurate with the challenges of the 21st Century. The Hamilton Project's economic strategy reflects a judgment that long-term prosperity is best achieved by fostering economic growth and broad participation in that growth, by enhancing individual economic security, and by embracing a role for effective government in making needed public investments.

Our strategy calls for combining public investment, a secure social safety net, and fiscal discipline. In that framework, The Hamilton Project puts forward innovative proposals from leading economic thinkers—based on credible evidence and experience, not ideology or doctrine—to introduce new and effective policy options into the national debate.

The Hamilton Project is named after Alexander Hamilton, the nation's first Treasury Secretary, who laid the foundation for the modern American economy. Hamilton stood for sound fiscal policy, believed that broad-based opportunity for advancement would drive American economic growth, and recognized that “prudent aids and encouragements on the part of government” are necessary to enhance and guide market forces. The guiding principles of The Hamilton Project remain consistent with these views.
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Abstract

With the expiration of many tax cuts and unmet climate targets, 2025 could be a crucial year for climate policy in the United States. Using an integrated model of energy supply and demand, this paper aims to assess climate policies that the U.S. federal government may consider in 2025 and to evaluate emissions reductions, abatement costs, fiscal impacts, and household energy expenditures across a range of policy scenarios. The model shows several key findings. First, the emissions reductions of the Inflation Reduction Act are significantly augmented under scenarios that add a modest carbon fee or, to a lesser extent, that implement a clean electricity standard in the power sector. Second, net fiscal costs can be substantially reduced in scenarios that include a carbon fee. Third, expanding the IRA tax credits yields modest additional emissions reductions with higher fiscal costs. Finally, although none of the policy combinations across these scenarios achieve the U.S. target of a 50–52% economy-wide emissions reduction by 2030 from 2005 levels, the carbon fee and clean electricity standard scenarios achieve these levels between 2030 and 2035.
Introduction

Because much of U.S. climate policy currently operates through the tax code, 2025 could prove to be a crucial year for U.S. climate policy choices: At the end of 2025, a large number of Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) provisions are scheduled to expire. Policymakers across the political spectrum have expressed support for extending at least some of the expiring tax cuts and a desire to put new tax policy ideas on the negotiation table.

That creates an opportunity for pragmatic evaluation of the trade-offs that result from—among other factors—lower tax revenues and continued incentives to invest in decarbonization. In particular, a full extension of TCJA provisions would come at a large revenue cost, estimated to approach $4 trillion over 10 years (Clausing and Sarin 2023), in a time of already high deficits and rising debt. In addition, further action is needed to meet the United States’ Paris Agreement commitment to decarbonization. The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), which has been described as the largest piece of climate legislation in U.S. history, relies on tax credits, loans, and direct spending to help meet that commitment. But even that package is projected to bring the United States only part way toward its commitment of 50–52 percent economy-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions in emissions by 2030 relative to 2005 (Bistline et al. 2023).

The combination of scheduled expirations of lower tax rates, fiscal pressures, and unmet climate targets suggests that a range of climate policy options could be under consideration as policymakers debate future tax policy. In a recently released NBER working paper, John Bistline, Kimberly Clausing, Neil Mehrotra, James Stock, and Catherine Wolfram (Bistline et al. 2024) analyze seven potential climate policy scenarios facing the U.S. federal government in 2025 and their associated trade-offs.

Climate policy scenarios

The seven scenarios considered here are (a) policies that could plausibly be under consideration in 2025, although consideration of each is more or less likely depending on outcomes of the 2024 elections and on future economic conditions; and (b) tax and expenditure policies with potentially major fiscal and/or emissions impacts. To analyze these policy options, Bistline et al. (2024) use the Electric Power Research Institute’s (EPRI) U.S. Regional Economy, Greenhouse Gas, and Energy (US-REGEN) model (EPRI 2021). These climate policy scenarios are summarized in table 1.

The first scenario ("Current law; proposed emissions rules") is the baseline under current law. Within that scenario, Bistline et al. (2024) assume that two major proposed climate regulations have been finalized: Both EPA’s tailpipe carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions standards for light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles; and EPA’s power plant rule under Section III of the Clean Air Act (CAA) are on schedule to be finalized in 2024. This baseline scenario assumes that those two proposed regulations have been finalized and implemented.

However, because the fate of those two regulations is uncertain, the second scenario ("No new emissions rules") incorporates a different assumption. Both regulations are likely to be subject to litigation and could be withdrawn by a subsequent administration and replaced by less-stringent regulations. To reflect this regulatory uncertainty, the second scenario assumes that neither regulation is present but otherwise follows current law.

The third scenario ("Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules") assumes that neither regulation is present; unlike scenario two, however, scenario three also repeals the IRA.

Bistline et al. (2024) model three additional scenarios that entail expansions to current law. Scenario four ("Expand IRA") enhances the IRA by increasing magnitudes of power sector tax credits by 50 percent. Scenarios five ("Carbon fee") and six ("Clean electricity standard") keep the IRA in place and add a carbon fee or a clean electricity standard.

Scenario seven ("Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal") is a possible compromise scenario that adds a carbon fee but repeals many IRA energy provisions, with the exceptions of the electric sector production tax credit/investment tax credit (PTC/ITC), and the nuclear provisions.

As described below, the authors evaluate these seven climate policy scenarios on three dimensions related to key policy goals. The first dimension is outcomes for emissions reductions. The second dimension is economic efficiency, which is measured as the economy-wide costs (incorporating costs to businesses and households) per ton of CO₂ abated. That commonly used measure helps to inform both policy sustainability as well as effects on energy affordability and social welfare. The third dimension is each scenario’s fiscal impact.

Additional dimensions are explored in the NBER working paper (Bistline et al. 2024) but are not described here; the working paper considers the effects of these scenarios on the distribution of income as well as on how the U.S. policy stance might influence climate policy adoption in other countries.

Projected emissions reductions

Figure 1 depicts projected economy-wide CO₂ emissions through 2040 for each climate policy
scenario measured as metric tons (Mt) of CO₂ per year. The modeled emissions paths do not diverge substantially for several years; however, large differences appear in the emissions paths starting in the 2030s.

Emissions under scenario one ("Current law; proposed emissions rules") decline over time and reach 49 percent below 2005 levels by 2035, which is lower than they are under scenarios two ("No new emissions rules") or three ("Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules"), which would be 42 and 36 percent reductions by 2035, respectively.

All scenarios that augment the IRA and existing regulations result in additional emissions reductions relative to the baseline, though the scale of those reductions varies. According to the modeling, the deepest emissions reduction scenarios are those that extend current policies with a carbon fee (scenario five, "Carbon fee" and scenario seven, "Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal"), which drive deeper reductions in the power sector and more investment in CO₂ removal. The carbon fee scenarios lower CO₂ emissions from 2005 levels by 45–47 percent by 2030 and 57–62 percent by 2035, which is 8–13 percentage points below the current law baseline (scenario one, "Current law; proposed emissions rules"). Notably, the expansion of the IRA tax credits modeled (scenario four, "Expand IRA") would be less effective in reducing emissions than augmenting the IRA by either a carbon fee or a clean electricity standard, or than repealing many IRA provisions and introducing a carbon fee.

Across the seven scenarios, the power sector is the most sensitive to policy choices and achieves near-zero emissions in 2040 through scenario six ("Clean electricity standard") and the two scenarios that include a carbon fee, scenarios five ("Carbon fee") and seven ("Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal"). Low emissions in the power sector also support cleaner transportation sectors in these three scenarios due to the prominence of transport electrification. By contrast, emissions in the power sector expand to over a gigaton by 2035 and continue to grow under scenario three ("Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules"). The two scenarios that involve a carbon fee also support CO₂ removal starting in 2035, which the model suggests could come from both bioenergy with carbon capture and storage for fuels and direct air capture.

### Abatement costs and energy price effects of climate tax policy scenarios

Table 2 summarizes three outcomes with respect to the seven climate policy scenarios. The first column shows emissions in 2035 expressed as a percentage reduction from 2005 emissions. The second column reports the average abatement cost of each scenario relative to scenario three ("Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules"). Those relative costs are a ratio of two measures. In the numerator is the net present value (in 2023 dollars) of the additional costs stemming from the change in the energy system relative to that under scenario three. The denominator is the cumulative reduction in CO₂ relative to scenario three. The third column is projected household spending in 2035 on electricity, petroleum, natural gas, and other fuels (in 2023 dollars).
Abatement costs in the first two scenarios—“Current law; proposed emissions rules” and “No new emissions rules” ($43 and $69 per ton of CO$_2$, respectively)—are similar to the range of IRA abatement costs in a recent multi-model study (Bistline et al. 2023). Proposed EPA power plant rules assumed to be implemented in scenario one lower abatement costs by targeting reductions in coal generation in the power sector, which are among the lowest cost abatement options. Expanding the IRA and adding a clean electricity standard accelerates power sector investments and increases costs relative to the current law scenario from $43 per ton to $50 and $59 per ton, respectively.

Adding a carbon fee lowers average abatement costs to $25 per ton, and to $18 per ton with partial IRA repeal. The relatively low average abatement costs in the carbon fee scenarios reflect several factors, including the low abatement costs in the power sector and the additional use of biofuels, both of which are sources of decarbonization that are made more profitable by the fee.

Household energy expenditures show annual spending on electricity, petroleum, natural gas, and other fuels. Notably, direct energy costs borne by households have limited variation across climate policy scenarios, varying by less than 5 percent in 2035. In all scenarios, energy spending declines steadily from 2023 through 2035 and then further over time (not shown in table 2), primarily driven by reduced gasoline use. With the increasing adoption of electric vehicles, spending on electricity increases over time in most periods and scenarios, but not by as much as gasoline expenditures fall. Household expenditures are slightly higher than the current law scenario with either a carbon fee or IRA repeal.
TABLE 2
Summary of impacts across climate policy scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>2035 economy CO₂ (decline from 2005)</th>
<th>Average abatement cost ($2023/t-CO₂)</th>
<th>2035 household energy ($2023/yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current law; proposed emissions rules</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>$43</td>
<td>$3,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No new emissions rules</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>$3,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand IRA</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$3,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fee</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$3,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean electricity standard</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$3,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$3,930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bistline et al. 2024.

Note: Average abatement costs and household energy expenditures are shown in 2023 dollars and abatement costs are relative to scenario 3 (“Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules.”)

Fiscal impacts of climate tax policy scenarios

Table 3 shows the anticipated budgetary scores of proposed new legislation to enact the climate tax policy scenarios three through seven in nominal dollars. Scenario one is current law, with proposed emissions rules, and does not require new legislation. Scenario two is also current law but assumes the new emission rules are withdrawn, which would also not require new legislation. The other scenarios would be enacted only through legislation, and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) would analyze proposed legislation to score the budgetary effects over a 10-year window relative to a current-law baseline. Table 3 shows the authors’ estimates of those scores. For this table, the authors do not model the effects of the carbon fee on IRA subsidy uptake, do not consider offset effects that might affect tax revenues elsewhere in the system, and omit both revenues from a carbon border adjustment that might accompany the scenarios with carbon fees and revenues from fossil fuel exports. As the authors note, these revenues could be quite large, substantially increasing revenues for a carbon fee.

Table 3 shows widely varying budgetary impacts from these scenarios: Carbon fees and partial or full IRA repeal would lead to budgetary savings, while expanding IRA or adding a clean electricity standard would lead to increased budgetary expenditures.

These fiscal impact estimates may differ from those of official scorekeepers (CBO and JCT) in important ways. For instance, the most recent JCT estimates of IRA tax provisions still show a lower fiscal cost than many outside analyses, due in large part to lower clean energy deployment. If JCT assumptions are unchanged, official scores of the carbon fee may be higher than those presented here. On the other hand, interaction effects with IRA provisions, as well as offset effects, would lower these estimates. In addition, although the IRA’s estimated fiscal impacts implied by our modeling exceed current estimates from JCT across many of the scenarios, net fiscal costs remain quite sensitive to policy design.

Additional considerations for climate tax policy negotiations

The climate policy choices that will be made in the years ahead could have important consequences for emissions reductions, economy-wide carbon abatement costs, and government fiscal balances. Beyond these factors, the distributional consequences of these climate policy scenarios are also important and require additional analysis to fully evaluate. Still, if these policy choices occur in the context of other, broad changes to tax policy, there could be other levers to offset, or more than offset, any adverse distributional effects from particular climate policy choices. For example, negative impacts on household energy expenditures could be offset by lower tax rates, expanded earned income tax credits, or child tax credits.

Beyond the upcoming tax reform debate, other factors could also shape U.S. climate policy, including policy developments in other countries. Because climate change is a global collective action problem, U.S. policymakers might consider how their choices influence policy choices around the world, and how innovation in the U.S. could improve outcomes elsewhere. Finally, climate policy debates are likely to be influenced by many unknowns lying ahead, including projected...
TABLE 3

Anticipated budgetary scores of proposed legislation to enact scenarios, billions of dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Estimate of budget score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current law; proposed emissions rules</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No new emissions rules</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeal IRA; no new emissions rules</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand IRA</td>
<td>—$530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fee</td>
<td>$590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean electricity standard</td>
<td>—$230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal</td>
<td>$1,390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bistline et al. 2024.

Note: These estimates cover cumulative impacts across the 10-year budget window (in billions of nominal dollars), assuming a baseline of current law. In scenario seven (i.e., “Carbon fee; partial IRA repeal”), the total includes fiscal savings from a partial repeal of IRA. Negative numbers indicate an increase in the federal budget debt.

and actual impacts from climate change, macroeconomic developments, and geopolitical events.

There are also many areas where future research could inform the trade-offs discussed here. In that regard, continued analysis of the early experience with IRA tax subsidies, and how these provisions interact with regulatory and state-level policies, as well as company and household behavior, will be particularly informative. For example, as experience with the IRA unfolds, we could learn more about the cost-effectiveness of each provision in achieving emissions reductions.
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Economy-wide CO₂ emissions, by climate policy scenario
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Note: Emissions include gross energy and industrial process CO₂ emissions but do not include emissions from the land sink or non-CO₂ GHG emissions. Mt = metric ton.